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Abstract 

Numerical tools to simulate cracking in concrete and similar materials are developed. 

Firstly, a treatment is given of smeared and discrete crack concepts, which start from the 

notion of a continuum and a discontinuum respectively. With the smeared crack concept a 

distinction is furthermore made between fixed, multi-directional and rotating cracks, 

whereby the orientation of the crack is kept constant, updated in a stepwise manner or 

updated continuously respectively. Secondly, descriptions of the material behavior at 

cracking and fracture are presented. Key-effects herein are the tensile-softening behaviour 

normal to the crack (mode I) and the shear retention parallel to the crack (mode II). 

Thirdly, the resulting models are applied to scrutinize localized fracture in concrete. 

Attention is given to tension-shear problems whereby the principal stresses rotate after 

crack initiation, as is typical of general crack analysis. The results for the various crack 

concepts show large discrepancies. Smeared cracks may give rise to stress-locking while 

discrete cracks do not. Fixed smeared cracks may produce overstiff behavior while rotat

ing smeared cracks do not. 





1. Introduction 

Tensile failure in matrix-aggregate composites like concrete involves progressive 

micro-cracking, tortuous debonding and other processes of internal damage. These 

softening processes eventually coalesce into a geometrical discontinuity that separates 

the material. Such a discontinuity is called a crack. 

Undoubtedly, the discrete crack concept is the approach that reflects this phenome

non most closely. It models the crack directly via a displacement-discontinuity in an 

interface element that separates two solid elements. Unfortunately, the approach does 

not fit the nature of the finite element displacement method and it is computationally 

more convenient to employ a smeared crack concept. A smeared crack concept imag

ines the cracked solid to be a continuum and pennits a description in terms of stress

strain relations. However, here the converse drawback occurs, since the underlying 

assumption of displacement continuity conflicts with the realism of a discontinuity. 

To date, there is no consensus on the question which type of approach should be 

preferred. The confusion is"even worse since the class of smeared crack concepts itself 

already offers a variety of possibilities, ranging from fixed single to fixed multi

directional and rotating crack approaches. Here, the distinction lies in the orientation of 

the smeared crack, which is either kept constant, updated in a stepwise manner or 

updated continuously. This confusion regarding crack concepts clearly appeared from, 

for example, the discussions during the IABSE Colloquium on Computational Mechan

ics of Concrete Structures at Delft in 1987. 

It is the purpose of this article to investigate the merits and demerits of the various 

approaches. Recently, a few similar comparative studies have been presented, but these 

were mainly concerned with single-element problems of distributed fracture (e.g. 

Balakrishnan and Murray 1987, Willam et al. 1987, Barzegar 1989, Crisfield and Wills 

1989). In the present article the focus is placed on localized fracture in element assem

blies. 

The outline of this article is as follows. Chapter 2 starts with an overview of crack 

concepts for numerical analysis. The treatment of the smeared crack approach is 

presented in a way that unifies the fixed single, multi-directional and rotating variants. 

Chapter 3 addresses material descriptions for concrete fracture. Particular forms of 

tension-softening and shear-retention functions are put forward for fixed single, multi

directional as well as rotating cracks. Chapter 4 compares the various models for an 

elementary tension-shear model problem and chapter 5 considers two tension-shear 

structural problems. These problems are designed such that the principal stress rotates 

beyond cracking, as is typical of general crack analysis. It is here that the discrepancies 

between the various concepts can be illustrated most clearly. 
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2. Crack concepts 

Crack concepts can be categorized into discrete concepts and smeared concepts. The 

fonner approach models a crack as a geometrical discontinuity, whereas the latter 

imagines a cracked solid to be a continuum. This chapter reviews and develops both 

approaches with prime attention to the class of smeared crack concepts. The treatise is 

given in incremental fonn using matrix-vector notation, whereby we consider the gen

eral case of a three-dimensional configuration. Whenever stiffness moduli appear, their 

meaning will remain abstract since the correlation with the underlying material proper

ties is postponed until the next chapter. 

2.1 Discrete crack concept 

In the early days of finite element analysis cracks were modeled by means of a separa

tion between element edges (Ngo and Scordelis 1967, Nilson 1968). The approach 

suffers from two drawbacks. First, it implies a continuous change in nodal connec

tivity, which does not fit the nature of the finite element displacement method. Sec

ondly, the crack is constrained to follow a predefined path along the element edges. 

The drawbacks are generally considered to be serious and attempts to eliminate them 

have been reported only sporadically. Prominent amongst these are the introduction of 

graphics-aided algorithms of automatic remeshing (Ingraffea and Saouma 1985) and of 

techniques which pennit discrete cracks to extend through finite elements (Blaauwen

draad and Grootenboer 1981, Blaauwendraad 1985). 

A class of problems exists, however, whereby the orientation of the discrete crack 

is not necessarily the prime subject of interest. One may think of mode I fracture in the 

fonn of a straight separation band, the location of which is known in advance, or of 

discrete cracks along the interface between concrete and reinforcement. Furthennore, 

engineering problems exist whereby a mechanism of discrete cracks can be imagined 

to occur in a fashion similar to yield line mechanisms. For such cases, the above draw

backs vanish and one may use a simple form of discrete cracks with a predefined orien

tation. 

In this study numerical experiments will be undertaken using a concept of 

predefined locations of potential cracking. To this end, interface elements are incor

porated within the original mesh. The initial stiffness of the elements is assigned a 

large dummy value in order to simulate the uncracked state with rigid connection 

between overlapping nodes. Upon violating a condition of crack initiation, for instance 

a maximum stress condition, the element stiffness is changed and a constitutive model 

for discrete cracks is mobilized. Such a model links the tractions t cr across the crack 
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to the relative displacements 14 cr across the crack via Ccr which represents phenomena 

like tension-softening and aggregate interlock: 

(2.1) 

For a two-dimensional configuration the relative displacement vector consist of a mode 

I opening component and a mode-II sliding component, while a mode III sliding com

ponent is added in case of a third dimension. In a similar fashion, the traction vector 

comprises a mode I traction and mode-II and/or mode-Ill shear tractions. 

Caution should be exercised in selecting the type of interface element. A distinc

tion can be made between lumped interface elements (Ngo and Scordelis 1967) which 

evaluate the tractions and displacements at isolated node-sets, and continuous interface 

elements (Goodman et al. 1968) which smooth the behavior along an interpolated field. 

It has sometimes been suggested that the latter class of elements is superior. However, 

Rots (1988) and, independently, a number of researchers from geomechanics (e.g. 

Hohberg and Bachmann 1988) have found that this is not generally true. This relates to 

the question how large the dummy stiffness can and should be made. Ideally, it should 

be made extremely large to keep the initial dummy separation negligible. With the 

continuous interface elements such high stiffness values turn out to produce significant 

flutter in the traction profiles, whereas with the lumped interface elements the results 

for increasing dummy stiffness correctly converged towards the rigid-connection solu

tion. In this paper we will therefore only employ the simple, lumped interface ele

ments. 

In this study the above approach has been pursued to perform comparative studies 

with smeared crack approaches. Other capabilities relate to the possibility of 

predefining the potential cracks not only at a limited number of locations, but any

where in between the solid elements. The resulting configuration then corresponds to a 

set of elastic blocks bonded together by potential discrete cracks and the fracture is 

allowed to propagate anywhere in between the blocks. This approach resembles the 

distinct element method pioneered in geomechanics (Cundall and Strack 1979) and 

gaining popularity in fracture research (Roelfstra et al. 1985, Bazant 1986, Lorig and 

Cundall 1987). 

2.2 Smeared crack concept 

2.2.1 Essentials 

The counterpart of the discrete crack concept is the smeared crack concept, in which a 

cracked solid is imagined to be a continuum. The approach, introduced by Rashid 
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(1968) starts from the notion of stress and strain and pennits a description in tenns of 

stress-strain relations. It is sufficient to switch from the initial isotropic stress-strain 

law to an orthotropic law upon crack fonnation, with the axes of orthotropy being 

determined according to a condition of crack initiation. The procedure is attractive not 

only because it preserves the topology of the original finite element mesh, but also 

because it does not impose restrictions with respect to the orientation of the crack 

planes, Le. the axes of orthotropy. It is for these two reasons that the smeared concept 

quickly replaced the early discrete concepts and came into widespread use during the 

1970s. 

Ever since cracking has been modeled, the discrete concept and the smeared con

cept have been the subject of much controversy. The discrete concept fits our natural 

conception of fracture since we generally identify fracture as a true, geometrical 

discontinuity. Conversely, it has been stated that a smeared representation might be 

more realistic considering the "bands of micro-cracks" that blunt fracture in matrix

aggregate composites like concrete. The width of such bands, which occur at the tip of 

the visible crack, has even been claimed to be a material property (Bazant and Oh 

1983). At present, however, it is difficult to judge these arguments since experimental 

detections of crack tip related micro-mechanical processes in matrix-aggregate compo

sites are scarce and contradictory as far as the question is concerned whether these 

processes occur in a discrete manner or not (Diamond and Bentur 1985, Tait and Gar

ret 1986). In this study the application of the smeared concept to cases of localized 

fracture is therefore considered to be an artifice for computational convenience. 

The arguments change when we consider distributed fracture. Examples are the 

diffuse crack patterns in large-scale shear walls or panels due to the presence of 

densely distributed reinforcement. Such cases provide a true physical basis for smeared 

concepts, at least if the scale of the representative continuum is large compared to the 

crack spacing. Even stronger, the smeared concept seems to be the only rational 

approach towards distributed fracture since the use of a discrete concept, which con

siders each individual crack as though "under a magnifying glass" then becomes 

clearly unwieldy. This article will not touch on distributed fracture. 

Smeared crack concepts can be categorized into fixed and rotating smeared crack 

concepts. With a fixed concept the orientation of the crack is fixed during the entire 

computational process, whereas a rotating concept allows the orientation of the crack 

to co-rotate with the axes of principal strain. This section addresses these two classes 

of concepts as well as the intelIDediate option of a fixed multi-directional smeared 

crack concept. Recent route~ of modeling smeared cracks within the framework of 

plasticity (Willam et al. 1987, Crisfield and Wills 1989, Lubliner et al. 1989) are left 

out of consideration. 
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2.2.2 Standard fixed smeared crack concept 

Traditionally, the stress-strain law for smeared cracldng has been set-up with reference 

to fixed principal n,s,t-axes of orthotropy, where n refers to the direction normal to the 

crack (mode I) and s,t refer to the directions tangential to the crack (mode II and 

mode-III), 

(Jnn Enn Ens E nt 0 0 0 Enn 

(Jss Ens Ess Est 0 0 0 Ess 

(Ju E nt Est Elt 0 0 0 Ett 

(Jns 0 0 0 G ns 0 0 Yns 
(2.2) 

(Jst 0 0 0 0 G st 0 Yst 

(Jln 0 0 0 0 0 G nt Ym 

which is defined by nine independent stiffness moduli. 

In the earliest versions (Rashid 1968, Cervenka 1970, Valliappan and Doolan 

1972) E nn , Ens, E nt , Gns and Gnt were set equal to zero, involving the crack normal 

stress (Jnn and the crack shear stresses (Jns and (5tn to abruptly drop to zero upon crack 

formation. This is a crude approximation of reality as cracks in heterogeneous materi

als may well be capable of transmitting tension stresses in mode I and shear stresses in 

mode-II due to tortuous debonding and interlock. ~oreover, the sudden switch from 

the initial isotropic linearly-elastic law to an orthotropic law with zero stiffness moduli 

implies a strong discontinuity which turned out to amplify numerical difficulties 

(Schnobrich 1972). For these reasons, researchers reinserted the initial isotropic stiff

ness moduli with some percentage of reduction. For instance, Suidan and Schnobrich 

(1973) reinserted Gns and Gnl as a percentage of the initial linear-elastic shear modulus 

G. The corresponding reduction factor was called the shear stiffness reduction or shear 

retention factor~. Bazant and Oh (1983) broadened the concept by reinserting the 

stiffness Enn normal to the crack as a percentage of the initial Young's modulus E, 

whereby they also introduced non-zero off-diagonal stiffness moduli so as to incorpo

rate Poisson's effect after cracking. In the 1980s the following incremental relation 

evolved into a popular orthotropic law for a two-dimensional configuration (e.g. 

Leibengood et al. 1986, Rots et al. 1984): 

~ VilE 
0 l &6""] 

I-v2!-J. I-v21l l &EM] 
l!.(Jtt = VilE E 

0 l!.Ett (2.3) 
I-v2 1l I-v2 1l 

l!.(Jnt 
f3E 

l!.Ynt 

0 0 
2(1+v) 
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E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, f.l is the reduction factor for the mode I 

stiffness which is negative in case of softening, and ~ is the shear retention factor. 

2.2.3 Fixed smeared crack concept with strain-decomposition 

The strain-vectors in (2.2) and (2.3) represent an overall strain of the cracked solid, 

which includes the strain due to cracking as well as the strain of the solid material 

between the cracks. The resulting stress-strain laws correspond to a smeared-out rela

tion for the cracked solid, without making any distinction between the cracks and the 

solid material in between the cracks. The disadvantage is that particular crack laws, 

which start from the notion of crack strain rather than total strain, can not be incor

porated in a transparent manner. Indeed, a gap tended to develop between the sophisti

cated crack models developed by materials scientists and the coarse smeared crack 

concepts employed by structural analysts. For instance, the choice of the shear reten

tion factor was often made arbitrarily without reference to aggregate-interlock models. 

A solution to this deficiency is to decompose the total strain Il£ of the cracked 

material into a part Il£cr of the crack and a part Il£cO of the solid material (superscript 

co of concrete) between the cracks, 

(2.4) 

The importance of the decomposition has been recognized by a number of researchers 

(Litton 1974, Bazant and Gambarova 1980, de Borst and Nauta 1985, Rots et al. 1985, 

Riggs and Powell 1986). It is in essence an attempt to come closer to the discrete crack 

concept which completely separates the solid material from the crack by using separate 

finite elements. 

The strain vectors in (2.4) relate to the global coordinate axes and for a three

dimensional configuration they have six components. The global crack strain vector 

reads 

(2.5) 

where x,y and z refer to the global coordinate axes and the superscript T denotes a 

transpose. When incorporating crack traction-crack strain laws it is convenient to set 

up a local n,s,t-coordinate system which is aligned with the crack, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

In the local system, we define a local crack strain vector fie cr , 
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(2.6) 

where e:;' is the mode I crack normal strain and r':;, r':; are the mode II and mode III 

crack shear strains respectively. The three remaining crack strain components in the 

local system do not have a physical meaning and can be omitted. 

r 
crack plane 

Fig. 2.1. Local coordinate system and tractions across a crack. 

The relation between local and global crack strains reads 

(2.7) 

with N being a transformation matrix reflecting the orientation of the crack. A funda

mental feature of the present concept is that N is assumed to be fixed upon crack for

mation, so that the concept belongs to the class of fixed crack concepts. For a three-

dimensional configuration N reads 

t2 x lxly lzlx 

m 2 x mxmy mzmx 

n 2 x nxny nznx 
N= 

2lxmx lxmy + lymx /zmx + lxmz 
(2.8) 

2mxnx mxny +mynx mznx +mxnz 

2nxlx nxly + nylx nzlx + nxlz 

where lx, mx and nx form a vector which indicates the direction of the local n-axis 

expressed in the global coprdinates. In accordance with this convention, the direction 

cosines with sUbscript y indicate the local s-axis and those with subscript z indicate the 

local t-axis. For a plane-stress configuration the third column and the third, fifth and 

sixth row of (2.8) vanish, rendering a 3*2 matrix, while for axi-symmetric and plane-
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strain configurations the third column and the fifth and sixth row of (2.8) vanish, ren

dering a 4*2 matrix. Here, the reduced number of rows corresponds to the reduced 

number of global strain components, while the reduction from three to two columns 

arises from the fact that the mode III component vanishes. 

In the local coordinate system, we define a vector Mer of incremental tractions 

across the crack 

(2.9) 

in which IJ.tC;: is the mode I normal traction and IJ.t~r, IJ.tjr are mode II and mode III 

shear traction increments, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The relation between the global stress 

increment fiCJ and the local traction increment can be derived to be 

(2.10) 

To complete the system of equations, we need a constitutive model for the intact con

crete and a traction-strain relation for the smeared cracks. For the concrete between the 

cracks a relationship is assumed of the following structure 

fio = D co l!£co (2.11) 

with the matrix D co containing the instantaneous moduli of the concrete. In a similar 

way, a relation is inserted between the local crack strain and the local tractions, 

(2.12) 

with D cr a 3*3 matrix incorporating the mode I, mode II, mode-III and mixed-mode 

properties of the crack. 

By properly combining Eqs. (2.4), (2.7), (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) the overall 

stress-strain relation for the cracked concrete with respect to the global coordinate sys

tem can be developed. To this end, (2.7) is substituted into (2.4), and subsequently 

(2.4) into (2.11), which yields 

IJ.(J = D co [l!£ - N lJ.e CY] (2.13) 

Pre-multiplying (2.13) by NT and substituting (2.12) and (2.10) into the resulting left 

side of (2.13) yields the link between local crack strain and global strain, 

(2.14) 

Finally, the overall relation between global stress and global strain is obtained by sub

stituting (2.14) into (2.13), 
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(2.15) 

The expression between the outer brackets will be referred to as D ereo in the sequel 

(superscript crco of cracked concrete). 

The incremental formulation of the concept entails two complications. First, (2.15) 

implies a linearization around the current state, which means that the stress increment 

computed holds exactly only if D CO as well as D cr remain constant during the current 

strain increment. If either of these matrices is non-constant, which for instance occurs 

if the concrete model involves plasticity or if the crack model involves nonlinear frac

ture functions, (2.15) only serves as a first order approximation. A corrective proce

dure then becomes necessary in order to circumvent drifting from either the concrete 

or the crack stress-strain law. This study considers the case of nonlinear fracture func

tions, i.e. nonlinearity in D cr. A possible corrective procedure is then provided by an 

inner iteration loop that repeatedly evaluates (2.14) and (2.12), starting from a predic

tor using tangent crack stiffness moduli and proceeding by correctors using secant 

crack stiffness moduli, as detailed before (Rots 1986). Such a forward-Euler scheme 

performed adequately with the examples considered in this thesis. However, in case of 

strong discontinuities (e.g. very steep softening) the method may sometimes fail and 

extensions along the line of sub-increments or other techniques are required that 

accommodate a more rigorous return to the fracture functions. 

Secondly, an incremental simulation involves the state of the solid to be subject to 

change, owing to initiation, closing and re-opening of cracks. To handle state changes 

we employ a procedure that subdivides the strain path. When the criteria of initiation, 

closing and re-opening indicate a change of state during the current load increment, the 

total strain increment A£ is split into a pre-transition part I'!.£a and a post-transition part 

A£b , 

(2.16) 

The stress increment is subsequently computed from different stress-strain relations for 

the pre- and post-transition parts respectively. In this way, the transition from the 

uncracked state to the cracked state, which occurs when a new crack initiates or when a 

closed crack re-opens, gives 

(2.17) 

whereas the transition from the cracked state to the uncracked state, which occurs 

when a crack closes, gives 
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(2.18) 

Locating the state transition point is a straightforward operation when D co and D cr are 

constants. If they are not, an inner iteration loop should be invoked to scale ilEa, so as 

to satisfy the initiation, closing or re-opening conditions with reasonable accuracy. 

Criteria of closing and re-opening are generally defined in terms of total local crack 

stress or total local crack strain. As the fixed crack concept assumes the local crack 

axes to remain unaltered, these quantities are readily available in the form of an accu

mulation of previous increments. This permanent memory of damage orientation is the 

prominent feature of fixed smeared crack concepts. 

2.2.4 Multi-directional fixed smeared crack concept 

A further advantage of the decomposition of total strain into concrete strain and crack 

strain is that it allows for a sub-decomposition of concrete strain and crack strain on 

their turn. A sub-decomposition of the concrete strain (de Borst 1986) will not be con

sidered here, but we will concentrate on a sub-decomposition of the crack strain into 

the separate contributions from a number of multi-directional cracks that simulta

neously occur at a sampling point, i.e. 

(2.19) 

where AEIr is the global crack strain increment owing to a primary crack, &'lj is the 

global crack strain increment owing to a secondary crack and so on. 

The idea of a sub-decomposition of the crack strain was advocated by Litton 

(1974), de Borst and Nauta (1985) and Riggs and Powell (1986). The essence of their 

approach is that each (fixed) crack is assigned its own local crack strain vector efr, its 

own traction vector tfY and its own transformation matrix Ni according to (2.6), (2.9) 

and (2.8) respectively. They furthermore demonstrated that it is convenient to assemble 

these single-crack vectors and matrices into 

Acr [ cr cr JT ile = Ael &2 .......... .. (2.20) 

iltcr = [Atl' At'lj ........... J (2.21) 

N=[N 1 N 2 ............. J (2.22) 
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in which ~ denotes an assembly of multi-directional cracks. Repeated substitution of 

(2.7) into (2.19) yields 

(2.23) 

which is the multiple-crack equivalent of (2.7). In a similar way, the single-crack 

traction-strain relations can be expanded into a multiple-crack equivalent of (2.12), 

(2.24) 

or, in the elaborated form, 

[
rulrj [DIl ~!~ ..... j [&.e«(j 
~~ = ~~: 22 ::::: ~~~~ 

which is a very general relation since it allows for interaction between the cracks via 

the off-diagonal submatrices. 

Repeating the procedure of the previous section, we end up with the analogy of 

(2.15) for multi-directionally cracked concrete: 

(2.25) 

The assembled matrices if and jj cr are inserted instead of the single-crack matrices N 

andD cr . 

Considering sampling points with multi-directional cracks, the issue of state 

changes becomes increasingly pressing and sometimes even failure of the implementa

tion was reported for this reason (Crisfield and Wills 1989). In the present study, the 

procedure of transition points, as outlined in the preceding for single cracks, has been 

unambiguously extended to include state changes for multi-directional cracks. Con

sidering a current configuration of i unclosed cracks, and dividing the strain-increment 

11£ into a pre-transition part l1£a and a post-transition part I1£b, the state change due to 

initiation of a new crack or re-opening of a closed crack gives 

" _ D~ qrco ",~a + DA crco ",~b 
nO" - ,lJ,lC , + 1 lJ,lC (2.26) 

whereas the state change due to closing of one of the cracks gives 

(2.27) 
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h D ~ erco D~ ereo d DA erco 
were i-I, i an i+1 denote the overall stress-strain matrices of (2.25) for 

configurations of i -1, i and i + 1 unclosed cracks respectively, which are based on the 

underlying assembled local traction-strain matrices Di~l~' Dr ~nd Di:1 of (2.24) and 

on the underlying assembled transformation matrices Ni-l ,N; and Ni+l of (2.22). 

Consequently, whenever a new crack initiates or a closed crack re-opens D cr and if are 

expanded to include the associated submatrices, while they are compressed on crack 

closure to delete the associated submatrices. The magnitude of the pre-transition strain 

increment ll£a must be scaled so as to satisfy the initiation, closing or re-opening con

dition with reasonable accuracy. 

A state change for one of the cracks promotes state changes of the others. For 

instance, the initiation of a new crack encourages existing cracks to close. If such mul

tiple state changes occur during the current strain increment, the "most critical" state 

change should be traced and handled first, while subsequent state changes should be 

treated by splitting ll£b on its turn. Depending on the particular crack closing condi

tion, this procedure may become elusive and it may be more convenient to allow only 

one crack to change its state, while possible state changes of other cracks are post

poned until the next stage of the incremental simulation. In the latter case, inconsisten

cies cannot entirely be avoided, since postponing crack closing involves the crack nor

mal strain to temporarily become negative, which is physically meaningless. 

The significance of the multi-directional crack concept is obvious in conditions of 

biaxial or triaxial tension. Here, we expect two or three orthogonal cracks, the behav

ior of each of which can be monitored separately keeping record of memory. This 

option is particularly relevant with axi-symrnetric and plane-strain analysis, where 

numerous points may be cracked longitudinally as well as transversely. 

A second important field of application is given by conditions of tension-shear, 

which is typical of fracture propagation problems with the fracture starting in tension 

(mode I) and subsequently proceeding in tension-shear (mixed-mode). This behavior 

implies that the axes of principal stress rotate after crack fonnation, which leads to an 

increasing discrepancy between the axes of principal stress and the fixed crack axes. 

Pending the treatment of the rotating crack concept, which rigorously eliminates the 

phenomenon by enforcing coaxiality between principal axes and crack axes, it is noted 

that the fixed multi-directional crack concept provides an alternative. Whenever the 

angle of inclination between the existing crack(s) and the current direction of principal 

stress exceeds the value of a certain threshold angle, a new crack is initiated. In this 

way, we end up with a system of non-orthogonal cracks as pioneered by de Borst and 

Nauta (1985). 
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2.2.5 Rotating smeared crack concept 

The misalignment of principal directions and crack directions, as adhering to fixed 

crack concepts, prompted Cope et aI. (1980) to co-rotate the axes of material ortho

tropy with the axes of principal strain. The approach subsequently evolved into the 

rotating crack concept. The concept is attractive from an engineering point of view, 

since the analyst can suffice to specifying non-linear stress-strain curves for the princi

pal directions, without having to resort to abstract theories. 

Bazant (1983) raised a number of objections to the earliest versions of the concept. 

One of them relates to the fact that the assumption of material orthotropy generally 

implies the rotation of principal stress to deviate from the rotation of principal strain. 

Consequently, when the axes of material orthotropy co-rotate with the axes of principal 

strain, they will cease to coincide with the axes of principal stress. The direct use of 

principal stress-strain curves then becomes inconsistent, unless transfmmation rules 

are included in the derivation of the tangential stiffness moduli. 

Although he did not pursue this issue further, Bazant (1983) also outlined an 

important condition that enforces coaxiality between principal stress and strain. To 

illustrate this, consider a 2D configuration of initial coaxiality, with the principal 1,2 

directions of stress, strain and material orthotropy being aligned. By virtue of Mohr's 

strain circle, a small increment of shear strain causes the direction of principal strain to 

rotate by an angle .6.Ele according to 

.6.Y12 
tan2.6.8e = ----

2(£11-£22) 
(2.28) 

if I .6.Y12 I «: I £11-£22 I . Here, .6.Y12 is the shear strain increment in the 1,2 reference 

frame and £11, £22 are the initial principal strains. In a similar fashion, Mohr's stress 

circle indicates that a small increment of shear stress causes a principal stress rotation 

by an angle .1.9cr according to 

.6.0'12 
tan2.6.80 = ----

( 0'11-( 22) 
(2.29) 

if I .6.0'12 I « I 0'11-0'22 I. Preserving coaxiality between principal stress and strain 

requires .6.8£=.6.80 , Using the orthotropic law of (2.2) in the principal 1,2 reference 

frame, we observe that this condition is satisfied if and only if the tangential shear 

modulus G 12 is given by 
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(0' 1l-0'22) 
(2.30) G I2 = 

2(£11-£22) 

The linearized form of the tangential stress-strain law for a consistent rotating crack 

concept then becomes 

dO'u dO'n dO'll 
0 0 0 

d£ll d£22 d£33 

d0'22 dG22 dG22 
0 0 0 

b.Gll dell de22 d£33 ,1.£11 

MJ22 dcr33 d0'33 d0'33 ,1.£22 
0 0 0 

b.G33 dell d£33 d£33 ,1.£33 

b.G12 
= 

,1.112 
(2.31) 

0 0 0 
crll-G22 

0 0 
Mi23 2(£11-:-£22) ,1.123 

b.G31 
0 0 0 0 

(J22-(J33 

2(1022-£33) 
0 

,1.131 

0 0 0 0 0 
(J33-(Jll 

2(£33-£11) 

where the derivatives dO'll/oEll etc. can be inserted directly since the shear terms guar-

antee co axiality between principal stress and strain. 

Eq. (2.31) was developed in a more elegant way by Will am et al. (1987). An alter

native formulation was derived by Gupta and Akbar (1984) and Crisfield and Wills 

(1989) who started from a description in a fixed x,y coordinate system. 

It is intriguing to examine the parallels between the fixed multi-directional crack 

concept and the rotating crack concept. While the fixed multi-directional concept con

trols the formation of subsequent cracks via the threshold angle, the rotating concept 

assumes the crack orientation to change continuously. Assuming the threshold angle 

for multi-directional cracks to vanish, a new fixed crack arises at the beginning of each 

stage of the incremental process. In doing so, we observe that the fixed multi

directional concept reduces to the rotating concept, provided that 
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- the condition of a vanishing threshold angle is the only condition that controls 

the orientation of subsequent cracks, i.e. it is not augmented by a maximum 

stress condition as was done in a previous study (de Borst and Nauta 1985), 

- previous cracks are rigorously made inactive and erased from memory upon 

activation of the new crack, so that we invariably have only one active crack 



which is unique to the loading phase, 

the local traction-strain law (2.12) of the active crack is filled in such a way that 

(a) the memory of previous defects is accounted for, (b) the overall shear mod

ulus ensures coaxiality according to (2.30). 

In the present study, rotating cracks will be conceived in this fashion. The three 

listed conditions will be elaborated in section 3.3. Strictly speaking, the term 'rotating 

crack' no longer applies since we consider a collection of fixed tiny defects of different 

orientation, each of them having its own local traction-strain law, rather than a single 

rotating crack with a rotating principal stress-strain relation. As an advantage, a second 

objection against rotating crack concepts raised by Bazant (1983) namely that rotating 

defects against the material is unacceptable from a physical point of view, no longer 

applies either. Besides, with distributed fracture the notion of fixed defects of gradually 

rotating orientation is supported by experimental evidence (Vecchio and Collins 1986, 

Bhide and Collins 1987, Kolleger and Mehlhorn 1987). With localized fracture such 

experimental justification does not seem to exist, but there is little argument that 

mixed-mode crack tip processes involve fixed defects of gradually rotating orientation. 

A further advantage of conceiving the rotating crack approach as the limiting case 

of the fixed multi-directional crack approach is that it maintains decomposition of total 

strain into concrete strain and crack strain. This permits the concrete material law (e.g. 

elasticity) to be satisfied exactly. With other versions of the rotating crack concept this 

is not necessarily true as these models generally lose Poisson's effect after cracking 

(Gupta and Akbar 1984, Milford and Schnobrich 1984, Balakrishnan and Murray 

1987, Crisfield and Wills 1989). The strain-decomposition is also essential for a con

sistent combination of smeared cracking with plasticity, creep and thermal loading (de 

Borst 1987). 

Since (2.31) is given in incremental form, a corrective procedure must be added in 

order to suppress drifting from the coaxiality condition as induced by evaluating (2.31) 

for finite increments of strain. To this purpose an inner iteration loop has been 

employed, whereby is repeatedly evaluated using the initial tangential shear 

term (cr?1-crg2)/2(£?1-£gZ) in the first inner iteration (predictor) and updated tangen

tial shear terms (cril-cr~z)/2(dl-£~Z) in subsequent iterations (correctors). Here, the 

superscript 0 refers to the initial state which is coaxial (except for previous inaccura

cies), and i refers to the calculated state from the previous iteration. The procedure 

replicates the treatment of nonlinear fracture functions (Rots 1986) and shows fast con

vergence provided that the load increments are taken sufficiently small to prevent the 

stresses from rotating. heavily. For the example problems in this thesis, a coaxiality 

norm of 0.1 degrees was easily achieved within less than five inner iterations. 
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The rotating crack concept differs from the fixed crack concepts in that it does not 

preserve permanent memory of the damage orientation. This implies that with the 

rotating crack concept inactive defects cannot be re-activated during a subsequent 

stage of the loading process, which has consequences when the loading process is 

!lon -proportional. 

A second difference relates to the possibility of incorporating shear effects from 

e.g. aggregate interlock models. The fixed crack concepts fit the nature of such models 

since these also refer to a fixed crack plane. On the one hand, this is an advantage. On 

the other hand, the use of any crack shear relation for fixed cracks complicates the 

analysis because it is responsible for an often uncontrollable rotation of the axes of 

principal stress, which cease to coincide with the axes of principal strain. With the 

rotating crack concept these considerations hold in a converse manner. This concept 

accommodates a unique shear term that enforces coaxiality between principal stress 

and strain, which introduces simplicity, but it inherently abandons the possibility of 

incorporating different crack shear models since the crack always occurs in a principal 

direction, Le. in mode 1. 

Having treated the crack concepts, the present chapter proceeds with embedding mate

rial descriptions into the concepts. For tension and tension-shear dominated problems 

an adequate model is constructed by assuming elasticity for the concrete and softelling 

for the crack. The objective is to present a rational fonnulation of the softening compo

nent for fixed single, fixed multi-directional and rotating cracks successively. 

3.1 Single-crack parameters 

3.1.1 Essentials 

Prior to cracking, concrete is represented sufficiently accurately as an isotropic, 

linear-elastic material. The parameters are Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio v. 

Upon crack initiation, the strain decomposition according to (2.4) is mobilized and for 

the concrete we continue with linear elasticity, while (2.1) or (2.12) is inserted for the 

crack. Eq. (2.1) relates the traction increment Mer to the crack displacement increment 

Au,er for discrete cracks via C a , whereas (2.12) relates the traction increment to the 

crack strain increment Ae cr for smeared cracks via D er. In the present study, these 

matrices are assumed to be of the form: 
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(3.1) 

and 

ncr = [~l ~ll ~ 1 
o 0 Dill 

(3.2) 

where e l , ell, e Ill and DI, DIl, DlIl are the mode I, mode II and mode III stiffness 

moduli for a discrete single crack and a smeared single crack respectively. 

The assumption of zero off-diagonal terms in (3.1) and (3.2) implies that direct 

shear-normal coupling has been ignored. This assumption arises from three consider

ations: 

- To date, experimental evidence for the importance of coupling terms exists 

only for the case of confined sliding along macro-cracks. In that field, crack 

dilatancy theories with non-symmetric matrices have been proposed (Walraven 

1980, Bazant and Gambarova 1980). In the present study the focus is placed on 

initiation and propagation of the crack rather than on sliding along an existing 

crack. For such cases, expelimental data on direct shear-normal coupling are 

currently being produced (van Mier and Nooru-Moharned 1988, Hassanzadeh 

and Hillerborg 1988), but were not yet available at the time of this study. 

- Although (3.1) and (3.2) ignore direct shear-normal coupling, this effect may 

be obtained indirectly, by 

(a) allowing cracks to rotate, or allowing subsequent non-orthogonal cracks to 

form, 

(b) relating the diagonal terms of e cr and D cr not only to their associated dis

placement and strain component respectively, but also to the others (for 

instance, the shear modulus D II can be made a function of the crack nor

mal strain). 

- It is instructive to start from simple models and to a posteriori discuss whether 

the simplifications are justified, or whether more complicated models are 

required. This discussion is provided by the next chapter and will highlight the 

technique of indirect coupling via non-orthogonal cracks. 

A salient feature of the model components presented in the sequel is that they 

assume fracture to be initiated in mode I, whereas mode II or mode III shear effects 
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only enter upon subsequent rotation of the principal stresses. This hypothesis is sup

ported by experimental evidence with respect to static loading conditions of tension 

and tension-shear (e.g. Arrea and Ingraffea 1982, Kobayashi et al. 1985, Jenq and Shah 

1988). Contrary experimental results have been reported only for dynamic loadings 

(Harmsma and Nijhout 1982) and for very particular static loadings with a high mode 

n (Bazant and Pfeiffer 1986) or mode III (Bazant and Prat 1988) intensity. Such cases 

are beyond the scope of the present study. 

The feature implies that distinction between mode II and mode III becomes irrele

vant, so that notation will be confined to mode II. 

3.1.2 Mode I parameters 

Traditionally, a set of strength parameters has been introduced to control fracture ini

tiation. These parameters locate a tension cut-off condition in the principal stress 

space. When the combination of principal stresses violates this condition, the crack is 

initiated. In the present study attention is confined to only one strength parameter, viz. 

the uniaxial tensile strength Jet' involving the tension cut-off to reduce to a maximum 

stress condition. When tensile cracking is not accompanied by significant lateral com

pression this postulate is justified (Kupfer et al. 1969). Upon initiation, the crack is 

assumed to be oriented perpendicular to the direction of the major principal tensile 

stress, which is accepted and correct in the absence of significant lateral compression. 

Less agreement has settled over the years as to the existence of a proper set of 

parameters controlling fracture propagation. One might confine himself to the single 

strength parameter and assume a sudden stress-drop upon fracture initiation. However, 

these strength criteria have been criticized for they suffer from non-objectiveness. 

Other attempts aimed at extending the principles of linear elastic fracture mechanics 

and elastic-plastic fracture mechanics to cementitious materials, but were judged to be 

inadequate either since the pursuit of unique critical stress-intensity factors, J-integrals 

and R-curves largely remained without success. 

To date, the most versatile alternative in finite element analysis is to use a mode I 

fracture function that embodies tensile softening (Hillerborg et a1. 1976, Bazant and 

Oh 1983). The parameters are the fracture energy Gf , which is defined as the amount 

of energy required to create one unit of area of a mode I crack, and the shape of the 

tensile-softening diagram. These two parameters are assumed to be fixed material pro

perties. With respect to G f this postulate is justified since experimental data show that 

the energy required to fracture mode I specimens is fairly proportional to the surface 

area generated. Typical values lie in the range between 50 and 200 J/m2 , depending on 

concrete quality. 
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Fig. 3.1. Nonlinear mode I tensile softening relation between crack normal 

traction and crack normal strain (Reinhardt et al. 1986). 

There is no consensus on the question whether the tensile-softening diagram is a 

material property. Although experifi?ental results show uniformity in their 

identification of a concave curve with a steep decline just after the peak, the softening 

diagrams employed currently vary from linear and bilinear to several types of non

linear diagrams. We will mainly employ the nonlinear, exponential diagram proposed 

by Reinhardt et al. (1986) (Fig. 3.1). A justification thereof has been given by com

bined experimental/numerical work on direct tension (Rots et al. 1987, Hordijk and 

Reinhardt 1988). 

Finally, the crack stiffness moduli must be expressed in terms of the strength 

parameter, the energy parameter and the shape of the softening diagram. For a fixed 

single crack the definition of Gt gives 

(3.3) 

which corresponds to the area under the softening curve for a discrete crack. Here, tr;{ 

is the crack normal traction and ur;{ is the crack normal displacement. Evaluation of 

(3.3) simply results in a tangential softening modulus for a single discrete crack 

(3.4) 

with k reflecting the shape of the softening diagram (k=2 for linear softening and 

k=D.74 for the initial slope of the nonlinear softening diagram of Fig. 3.1). 

For smeared cracks, the fracture is distributed over a crack band width h, which is 

related to the particular finite element configuration. Consequently, the energy should 
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be released over this width in order to obtain results that are objective with regard to 

mesh refinement (Bazant and Oh 1983). Assuming a constant strain distribution over 

the crack band gives u'i{ =he'i!n. This leads to 

(3.5) 

The assumption of constant crack strain over the crack band is justified for lower order 

elements and for particular cases of symmetry. It does not hold for higher order ele

ments, but the error introduced is offset by different aspects, such as the necessity to 

specify the crack band width a priori and the problem of definition in case of zig-zag 

bands. In this study h has been estimated according to the suggestions by Rots (1988). 

Basically, the uncertainties arise from the fact that the introduction of h into D I consti

tutes only a first step towards a non-local softening model. Mathematically consistent 

types of non-local models that incorporate the micro-structure of continua are cur

rendy being pursued (e.g. Bazant 1986). 

The stress-free strain ec,: at softening completion (Fig. 3.1) is not conceived as a 

separate material property. e~r is a consequence of the crack band width h and the three 

properties in the model (tensile strength, fracture energy and softening diagram). 

3.1.3 Mode II parameters 

With the discrete crack applications in this thesis, both the shear traction and the shear 

stiffness after cracking have been set equal to zero. This is justified because these 

applications focus on pure mode I cracking, Le. the potential discrete crack elements 

will be pre-aligned with the expected orientation of the principal tensile stresses. Shear 

tractions then only result from the inability to align the discrete elements with the prin

cipal tensile stresses exactly. Consequently, the shear tractions at the onset of cracking 

will be insigf!ificant, which justifies setting them to zero. The stress rotations occur in 

the elastic elements at either side of the discrete crack elements. 

For smeared cracks, the crack shear modulus Dll has in the past been assigned a 

constant value, which corresponds to a linear ascending relation between shear stress 

and shear strain across the crack. Apart from the arbitrariness involved in the particular 

choice for this value, the approach suffers from the drawback that the shear stress can 

increase indefinitely, and, hence, the principal stresses in the cracked elements rotate 

ceaselessly (D II =0 of course constitutes an exception). 

An improvement is obtained by making the shear stiffness after cracking a decreas

ing function of the crack normal strain (Cedolin and Dei Poli 1977, Kolmar and 

Mehlhorn 1984, Rots et al. 1984). The model accounts for the fact that the interlock of 
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aggregate particles diminishes with increasing crack opening. This phenomenon has 

been observed for macro-cracks and is likely to occur also when the "crack" is in the 

softening stage. In this study numerical experiments will be undertaken with a power 

law: 

(3.6) 

in which E~ is the crack normal strain at the beginning of the load increment, Er;: is the 

stress-free crack normal strain (Fig. 3.1), p is a constant and G is the elastic shear mod

ulus. Eq. (3.6) gives a degradation of DII from infinite upon initiation to zero at the 

stage where the softening is completed, i.e. where the micro-cracks coalesce into a 

macro-crack. Fig. 3.2a shows the relation for p=1. An interpretation in terms of the tra

ditional shear retention factor is given in section 3.1.5, along with Fig. 3.2b. 
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Fig. 3.2. (a) Mode n shear modulus of (3.6) which decreases with increasing crack strain. 

(b) The corresponding shear retention function /3 of (3.8). 

Recalling the motives of the beginning of the chapter, (3.6) is seen as an effort 

towards implicit coupling between shear and normal components. The fact that (3.6) 

gives zero shear stiffness beyond E~r implies that shear stiffness from aggregate inter

lock across macro-cracks is ignored. This implication does not have consequences for 

the present study since we concentrate on the stage in which the crack comes into 

being and not on the confined sliding along an existing crack, or, put differently, on the 

stage in which the crack normal stress is tensile instead of compressive. 

An advantage of (3.6) is that it is objective with respect to mesh refinement, since 

E~r is adapted to the crack band width. The traditional procedures do not meet this 
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requirement, with the exception of recent work by Ottosen and Dahlblom (1986). 

3.1.4 Unloading and reloading 

Fig. 33 shows the two extremes of elastic and secant type of unloading/reloading 

options. For elastic unloading, the crack doses i.mmediately upon a strain reversal, 

whereafter further strain-decomposition is terminated and a rigorous return is made to 

elastic behavior. Strictly speaking, the tenn closing does not apply since the crack 

strain is irreversible. It is more correctly to speak of an inactive crack or an arrested 

crack. For secant unloading, the crack nonnal strain is reversible and upon reaching the 

origin of the diagram the crack truly closes, i.e. £~=O, whereafter elastic behavior is 

recovered. 

(a) 

secant unloading 

~Enn 

elastic unloading 

= 

(b) (c) 

+ 

Fig. 3.3. Secant and elastic unloading in mode I elastic-softening model. 

Normal stress versus total strain (a), concrete strain (b) and crack strain (c). 

Neither of the two extremes constitutes an accurate approximation of reality, since 

cyclic tests reveal hysteresis (Reinhardt et aL 1986) The present study does not con

sider cyclic or non-proportional loading, but it employs the procedures for capturing 

non-proportional straining involved in fracture localization. In the latter case, it is of 

more importance that we distinguish between active cracks and arrested cracks than 

how we distinguish between them. For that purpose, the two extremes serve as a useful 

tooL 

An advantage of elastic unloading is that the pre-transition part of the incremental 

strain at "closing", as introduced in (2.16), disappears, which keeps the computer code 

robust Furthennore, since the crack "closes" abruptly, it no longer contributes to 

D ereo, which saves computational costs. Secant unloading is less attractive from this 

point of view. On the other hand, secant unloading somewhat accounts for the decrease 

of compliance with increasing crack opening strain (Reinhardt et a1. 1986), whereas 
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elastic unloading always provides the same unloading stiffness E, even beyond £~r. 

The judge of these arguments depends on the type of application. 

Upon closing, the stresses, crack strains as well as the orientation of the fixed single 

crack are stored in order to check for re-opening during a subsequent stage of the load

ing process. A closed crack will be assumed to re-open if the stress normal to it 

exceeds the stress which existed upon closing. In this way, re-opening is a stress

controlled process, similar to crack initiation. 

A further key-aspect is that unloading and reloading appear as mode I dominated 

processes. The mode n behavior is assumed to be independent of the mode I status, so 

that it is possible for a crack to be active in mode I and inactive in mode II, inactive in 

mode I and active in mode II, active in both modes, or inactive in both modes. The pre

cise handling of all state combinations is a delicate matter, not only because the crack 

shear strain need not vanish upon closing but also because the crack shear stress upon 

mode I re-opening may well differ from the crack shear stress which existed upon clos

ing owing to stress rotations during the closed state. A proper and numerically stable 

procedure has been detailed in a separate paper (Rots and de Borst 1987). 

3.1.5 Relation with traditional parameters 

It is recalled from section 2.2.1 that traditional smeared crack formulations represent 

the overall shear stiffness of a cracked solid in terms of the shear retention factor ~ 

which reduces the elastic shear modulus G to ~G upon cracking. ~ can be related to 

the crack shear modulus Dll of the present model by considering that the stiffness ~G 

is associated with the total strain, and that D II is solely associated with the crack strain. 

By virtue of the strain decomposition of (2.4) concrete and crack act like springs con

nected in series, so that the following stiffness relation holds 

111 
-=-+--
PG G Dll 

(3.7) 

in case of elastic-cracked behavior. In this way, the classical shear retention factor is 

re-interpreted in the spirit of mode II crack shear. For instance, the power function of 

(3.6) can be rewritten as 

[ 
£~ jP 

~= 1--
e.er 

u 

(3.8) 

and we observe that the degradation of DJI from infinite (full interlock) to zero corre

sponds to a degradation of P from 1 (full retainment of elastic shear) to zero. Fig. 3.2 
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shows the functions for p=l. 

Along similar lines, the series arrangement provides us with a connection between 

the mode I softening modulus DI and the overall (negative) stiffness !lE of the elastic 

softening continuum, as introduced in section 2.2.1, 

III 
-=-+-
!lE E DI 

(3.9) 

Eq. (3.9) sheds light on the condition of snap-back instability at local integration point 

level. We observe that !lE becomes infinite or, put differently, the softening diagram 

reduces to a sudden stress-drop if 

(3.10) 

Together with (3.5) this yields a maximum crack band width below which the soften

ing maintains a negative slope (Bazant and Oh 1983), 

GtE 
h$.k-2-

let 
(3.11) 

where k again reflects the shape of the softening diagram (see Eq. 3.4), which is critical 

at the peak if the curve is concave. If the crack band width exceeds this limit, the local 

stress-strain relation shows a snap-back (Carpinteri et al. 1986, Crisfield 1986, Rokugo 

et al. 1986) and the condition of invariant fracture energy is no longer satisfied unless 

we resort to reduction of the strength limit in combination with a sudden stress drop 

(Bazant and Oh 1983). Indeed, in the present study the strength limit has been automat

ically reduced once (3.11) was violated. For very large size parameters the behavior 

even becomes that brittle that the results approach those from linear-elastic fracture 

mechanics. 

The above parallels with the traditional smeared crack formulation can be drawn 

even further, since the orthotropic law of (2.3) can be demonstrated to be a special case 

of the strain-decomposition approach. To this end, we elaborate (2.15) in the crack 

coordinate system, so that for a 2D-configuration N reads 

(3.12) 

According to Hooke's law we have for the elastic concrete 
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DCo=~ [~~ ~ I 1_y2 

o 0 l;Y 
(3.13) 

Furthermore, according to (3.2), (3.7) and (3.9) the crack constitutive matrix reads 

[
~E 

D cr = 1-~ (3.14) 

where G=EI2(l +v). Substituting the above expressions for N, DCa andD cr into (2.15) 

yields an overall stress-strain relation which matches the orthotropic law of (2.6) (Rots 

et al. 1985). It is concluded that (2.3) is a special case of the strain-decomposition con

cept for an elastic-cracked material. 

3.2 Multidirectional-crack parameters 

3.2.1 Essentials 

The traction-strain law for multi-directional cracks was introduced in (2.24) in the 

form of a constitutive matrix jj cr that relates the traction increment I1tcr to the local 

crack strain increment l1e cr, whereby ~ denotes an assembly. Ideally, this law should 

reflect interaction between the individual cracks via off-diagonal submatrices. How

ever, the particular submatrices to be used in such an approach are not obvious, while it 

is not unthinkable that inclusion of them increases the level of sophistication to such an 

extent that it detracts from the practical usefulness of the concept. For this reason, the 

off-diagonal submatrices have been equated with zero. Consequently, jj cr reduces to a 

block-diagonal matrix (de Borst and Nauta 1985, Riggs and Powell 1986): 

(3.15) 

where Drr denotes the local stress-strain matrix for crack number i. The above argu

ments parallel those that led to the non-coupled format of (3.2) for a single crack. 

A further assumption is that the non-coupled format for a single crack will be 

maintained for each multi-directional crack, i.e. each submatrix Di' is given zero off-
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diagonal terms according to (3.2). Consequently, the block-diagonal matrix reduces to 

a diagonal matrix. 

Considering orthogonal cracks in multi-axial tension, the assumptions are justified 

since the state of a crack does not affect the state of an orthogonal crack. For instance, 

the strength limit !et is attainable in all directions (Kupfer et al. 1969), while it is also 

plausible that the fun fracture energy G f can be consumed for each orthogonal crack. 

These characteristics allow each submatrix Dfr to be filled in accordance with the 

single-crack rules derived in the preceding section. 

For non-orthogonal cracks, the situation is less obvious and the concept bears on 

the way in which the damage accumulated in previous cracks is transferred to the con

stitutive relation for the new crack. As the block-diagonal structure of jjcr abandons 

explicit coupling, this transfer must be provided in an implicit way, by assuming the 

properties underlying submatrix D9[ in (3.15) to depend on the state of crack 1. This 

section aims at deriving transparent expressions for such implicit coupling, which is an 

extension to the pioneering study by de Borst and Nauta (1985) who isolated the mate

rial law for a certain crack from the state of previous cracks. 

3.2.2 Some simplifications 

The use of a non-zero shear retention factor for fixed cracks implies that the axes of 

principal stress rotate after crack fonnation. The inclined principal tensile stress may 

well increase although the fixed crack correctly shows softening, and it must be 

decided whether or not a subsequent crack is initiated. To this end, four criteria can be 

distinguished: 

(a) the inclined principal tensile stress 0"1 again violates the maximum stress 

condition, i.e. 0"1 =!et, 
(b) the inclination angle between the principal tensile stress and the existing 

crack(s) exceeds the value of a threshold angle a, 

(c) both condition (a) as well as (b) are violated, 

(d) either condition (a) or (b) is violated. 

Although condition (a) correctly limits the maximum tensile stress, it does not limit the 

total number of cracks. For high values of ~ (e.g. /3=0.5) it is imaginable that 11 new 

crack must be initiated in almost each stage of the loading process, which becomes 

inefficient when permanent memory is retained. The threshold-angle condition (b) 

obviates this deficiency, but, conversely, does not keep control of the maximum tensile 

stress, especially for high values of a (e.g. a=600). The same argument holds for con

dition (c), which was exemplified by a case whereby the principal tensile stress tempo

rarily amounted to three times the tensile strength while the threshold angle condition 
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was still not violated (Rots 1985). 

To clarify this issue we need further simplifications in addition to the assumption 

that D er is diagonaL A first simplification is achieved by adopting elastic unloading for 

inactive cracks (Fig. 3.3). As explained in section 3.1.4, this option excludes inactive 

defects from being incorporated in D eyeo. This is attractive because experimental data 

reveal that only the most recently initiated defect of a system of non-orthogonal 

defects is active, while previous defects have become inactive (Vecchio and Collins 

1986, Bhide and Collins 1987). Using the elastic unloading it becomes feasible 

to consider a large number of (inactive) cracks, or, put differently, to keep the thresh

old angle low. Assuming that all previous cracks indeed unload, the elastic unloading 

option implies that the block diagonal matrix D cr reduces to the single-crack matrix of 

(3.2) for the most recently initiated defect, which in the sequel will be referred to as the 

currently-active crack. 

Once a defect has become inactive, the motive for keeping memory of its 

direction is to check for re-activation during a subsequent stage of the loading process. 

For low values of the threshold angle this approach becomes impracticable. As an 

alternative to re-activating an existing defect, one may decide to activate a new defect 

In doing so, defect orientations can be erased from memory altogether, which provides 

a second simplification. As a compromise between computational costs and degree of 

sophistication, the threshold angle below which memory of defect orientations has 

been omitted was put to 30 degrees in the current implementation. For a 2D

configuration this corresponds to a maximum storage of 6 fixed cracks. 

3.2.3 Implicit coupling between non-orthogonal cracks 

With the above two simplifications the identification of a proper set of multi

directional crack parameters that determine the traction-strain matrix (3.2) for the 

currently-active crack, becomes feasible. 

The simplifications enable us to adopt the most tight condition of crack initiation, 

that is condition (d) of section 3.2.2, which maintains both stress control as well as ori

entation control. If the crack is "stress-critical", that is if it arises due to a violation of 

the maximum stress condition, its initial traction fo equals the tensile strength fet. If 

the crack is "threshold-critical", that is if it arises due to a violation of the threshold 

angle condition, fo is lower than fet, as indicated in Fig. 3.4. In the latter case, fo no 

longer occurs as an explicit parameter, but it is dictated by the threshold-angle condi

tion. 
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Fig. 3.4. Memory transfe~ in mode I softening for multi-directional cracks. 

The available energy and the peak stress decrease with increasing crack number. 

The fracture energy consumed in previous defects is subtracted from the energy 

available for the currently-active defect. The energy gf consumed in a system of n 

inactive defects reads 

(3.16) 

where £~i is the normal strain of crack i, £~~i is the normal strain of crack i at closing, 

t~ is the normal traction of crack i and h is the crack band width which is assumed to 

be the same for all cracks. The energy available for crack n + 1 is then assumed to be 

(Gf- gf)' This procedure, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.4, does not relate the fracture 

energy to a particular orientation, Le. Gf is not conceived to be a vector as previously 

suggested (de Borst 1986). When full memory is retained, (3.16) can be readily 

. evaluated since tractions and strains for all cracks, including arrested ones, are perma

nently available. When fun memory is omitted, (3.16) must be stored and updated by 

adding the contribution of the preceding-active crack before making it inactive and 

erasing it from memory. In the latter case, the storage of (3.16) serves as "overall mem

ory" of the damage accumulated in the system. 

The shape of the softening diagram for subsequent cracks has been defined as the 

residual portion of the "mother" diagram, Le. that portion of the initial, single crack 
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diagram that lies beyond fo. This scheme is sketched in Fig. 3.4 and is essential with 

concave-shaped softening. When each subsequent crack would be assigned the same 

diagram as the first crack, the softening would always start with a steep slope. Such 

would be incorrect because it prevents the tail of the concave diagram from being 

effectuated. 

In a previous study the shear stiffness across active cracks as well as inactive 

cracks was reduced, resulting in a rapid decrease of the overall shear capacity of the 

multiply-cracked system (de Borst and Nauta 1985). Adopting elastic unloading, only 

the shear stiffness across the active crack is reduced, while across the inactive cracks 

elastic shear capacity is re-inserted. In this case, application of a constant shear reten

tion factor ~, or, equivalently, a constant crack shear modulus DII, would not account 

for the damage accumulated via previous cracks. It is more correctly to assume ~ for 

the currently-active crack to be a function of the crack history. To this end, the crack 

strain accumulated in inactive defects is recorded: 

i=n 

!,-cr,inaclive = L Niefr 

i=l 

(3.17) 

where n is the number of inactive defects. From this vector, we calculate the principal 

tensile crack strain Ell, which serves as an overall damage indicator, like g[ of (3.16). 

Following the procedure for a fixed single crack the shear retention factor for the 

currently-active crack is made a decreasing function of E'1l' For instance, the multiple 

crack analogy of (3.8) becomes 

(3.18) 

where E'1l replaces E'i:n. When Ell exceeds EC;, the shear retention factor of (3.18) van

ishes and the principal stress ceases to rotate. This scheme implies the crack to be truly 

fixed upon mode I softening completion, i.e. upon the stage where the micro-cracks 

coalesce into a continuous macro-crack. The subtle difference with a single crack lies 

in the fact that the shear stress across the latest multiple crack is only small, while the 

shear stress accumulated across a single crack may be significant. 

3.3 Rotating-crack parameters 

Having constructed constitutive relations for multi-directional cracks, the step towards 

the coaxial rotating crack concept as the limit of the fixed multi-directional concept 

becomes straightforward. Specifically, we assume 
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- a zero-threshold angle, and 

- rigorous elastic unloading for inactive cracks, 

which leads to a situation of a continuously rotating active crack. Again, overall mem

ory of fracture energy is preserved and the mode I relation for the currently-active 

crack is set up along the above lines. Essentially, this implies that the multiple-crack 

matrix (3.15) reduces to a single-crack matrix (3.2) with a continuously changing 

matrix N of orientation. 

The deviation now lies in the use of a specific mode II relation for the currently

active crack. As indicated in section 2.2.5, the overall shear stiffness I3G which 

enforces coaxiality between principal stress and strain for the 2D rotating crack con

cept is 

(3.19) 

According to (3.7) this leads to the following crack shear modulus for the currently

active crack: 

D II = ___ C_a_ll--,-c-a_22_)_G __ _ 

2(Cll-£22)G - (all-a 22) 
(3.20) 

It is recalled from section 2.2.5 that an inner iteration loop is employed to prevent 

drifting froin the coaxiality condition as induced by finite increments of strain. In the 

first inner iteration the principal 1,2 indices refer to the configuration at the beginning 

of the load step, i.e. to the current crack axes. In subsequent inner iterations they refer 

to the configuration beyond the previous inner iteration. 

Conditions of multi-axial tension with shear may involve multiple rotating cracks. 

Since co axiality is preserved, such cracks are by definition mutually orthogonal since 

they follow the axes of principal strain. The memory indicators of (3.16) and (3.17) 

must then be stored for each rotating crack direction. By virtue of the strain

decomposition, a shear reduction for two orthogonal cracks implies ~G to be given by 

1 1 1 
-=-+2-
I3G G DII 

(3.21) 

As I3G again must satisfy (3.19), the crack shear moduli Dll for the two orthogonal 

rotating cracks must be taken twice the value required for a single rotating crack in 

order to enforce coaxiality. 
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While previous defects are assumed to unload elastically, possible unloading of the 

current (latest) defect need not be assumed to be elastic. Unloading of the current 

defect occurs if the continuum with the rotating crack undergoes overall unloading. We 

identify such a case if the crack strain increment for the current defect is calculated to 

be negative. When elastic unloading is assumed, all information can then be erased 

from memory, except for the current principal tensile stress which is stored in order to 

check for initiation of a new defect during a subsequent stage. Coaxiality is automati

cally preserved because subsequent behavior is elastic. When secant or any other type 

of unloading is assumed, the defect is treated in the same manner as an active defect. 

Hence, the coaxiality-enforcing mode II relation must be maintained during the 

unloading phase, as well as during a possible re-loading or re-softening phase. The 

mode I softening relation is replaced by the unloading relation and the negative crack 

strain increment for the defect gives rise to a decrease of the overall principal crack 

strain f, 11 . 

Strictly speaking, it is no longer necessary to reserve the term "rotating crack" for 

models that preserve coaxiality between principal stress and strain. This is because the 

fixed multi-directional crack concept covers a wide spectrum of stepwise-rotating 

non-orthogonal cracks, which also permits crack shear relations different from the one 

enforcing coaxiality to be employed. 

4. Tenslion-shear model probiem 

In this chapter an elementary tension-shear problem will be scrutinized. The purpose is 

to illustrate the fundamental differences between elastic-softening analyses using 

fixed-single cracks, multi-directional cracks and rotating cracks. 

4.1 Idealization 

Reference is made to the plane-stress model problem of biaxial tension and shear 

depicted in Fig. 4.1. It concerns an elastic-softening continuum of unit dimensions 

with Young's modulus E=10000 N/mm2, Poisson's ratio v=O.2, tensile strength 

fct=l.O N/mm2 and a linear strain-softening diagram with an ultimate strain f,~r which 

equals three times the elastic strain at peak-strength, i.e. Ef( =0.0003, corresponding to 

a fracture energy G.t=O.15 J/m2 over unit crack band width h=1.0 mm. The elastic 

unloading option has been adopted. 

Initially, the continuum is subjected to tensile straining in the x-direction accom

panied by lateral Poisson contraction in the y-direction, i.e. 

l!.Exx : l!.f,yy : l!.Yxy = 1 : -v : O. Immediately after cracking, a switch is made to 
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combined biaxial tension and shear according to l!l£xx : iJ.Eyy : iJ.Yxy := 0.5: 0.75 : 1, 

involving the axes of principal strain to continuously rotate after crack fonnation as is 

typical of fracture propagation in smeared finite element models. This scheme was 

inspired by recent work of Will am et aL (1987) . 

• y.2 

I 

I 

t Eyy'-V£" 

El'(X -

Fig. 4.1. Lay-out oftension-shear model problem. 

(a) tension up to cracking; (b) biaxial tension with shear beyond cracking 

Since the problem involves a state of stress and strain, it could be 

idealized using a single finite element with a single Gauss-point Standard 

displacement-control produced fun convergence all along the softening regime. 

The focus is placed on a variation of the threshold a., while the mode II rela-

tion across the currently-active crack is fixed in the form of a quadratic degrada

tion of 13 with increasing tensile crack strain according to (3.18) with p=2. 

The adopted values of a. range from 0, 7.5, 15, 45 up to 90 degrees. The extreme 

of 0'.=00 corresponds to a crack (not maintaining coaxiality, how

ever) and the other extreme of 0'.=90° corresponds to a fixed single-crack. In addition, 

the problem was analyzed using the coaxial rotating crack model, i.e. for threshold 

angle 0'.=00 and 13 enforcing coaxiality according to Summarizing, the follow

ing cases have been studied: 
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fixed single-crack (non-coaxial) 

threshold angle a. = 90° 

variable shear retention factor P according to (3.18) with p=2 

- multi-directional cracks (non-coaxial) 

threshold angle a. = 0, 7.5, 15, 30 and 45° 

variable shear retention factor 13 according to (3.18) withp=2 



- rotating cracks (coaxial) 

threshold angle 0: = 
variable shear retention factor !3 according to (3.19) 

4.2 Shear stress-strain response 

The nominal 'txy--Yxy shear response is shown in Fig. 4.2. The two computations for a 

zero threshold angle provide the most flexible response, whereby the condition of 

coaxiality gives rise to an even lower maximum shear stress than the crack-strain 

decreasing shear retention function. In addition, these two computations show curves 

that are nicely smooth as a result of the continuously changing orientation of the crack. 

Upon increasing the threshold angle the response becomes less flexible and we observe 

increasing discontinuity as a result of the interval adaptation of the currently-active 

crack orientation to the continuous rotation of principal stress. For threshold angles 

beyond 45° the initiation of inclined cracks is postponed even fmther and the solution 

approaches the fixed single-crack solution for 0:===90° , which is extremely stiff. 
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Fig. 4.2. Shear stress-strain response in x,y direction, for different 

threshold angles ex between multi-directional cracks. 

The observation of stiff behavior for fixed-single cracks corresponds to previous 

findings et a1. and Mehlhorn 1987, Rots and de Borst 1987, 

Crisfield and Wills 1989). The present results indicate that a crack-strain decreasing 

shear retention function does not a It is that the results in 

Fig. 4.2 for threshold angles less than are much more flexible. These results invari-

ably display shear softening along the of initial cracking. This shear soften-

ing occurs implicitly, as a consequence of the threshold-angle control of multi-
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directional cracking and of the transfer of crack memory to the softening law for the 

currently-active crack. 

When maintaining the concept of fixed single cracks, the unpleasant feature of stiff 

behavior can only be eliminated by adding explicit shear-softening, i.e. by prescribing 

a mode n shear softening diagram for the fixed plane. This was demonstrated in a pre

vious study by Rots and de Borst (1987). In that case, however, the result is very criti

cal to the particular shear-softening diagram adopted, which is unfortunate since exper

imental data to define such diagrams are lacking. The present approach with crack 

rotation, either stepwise or continuous, is to be preferred. The associated pos

sibility of shear softening along the x,y-plane of initial cracking is driven by the well

controlled principal stress/strain situation. The point is that it is more logical to inter

pret shear stress as the' consequence' than as the' cause' of principal stress. 

43 Principal stress-strain response 

The discrepancies further become manifest on plotting the principal tensile stress all 

against the principal tensile strain £11, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Note that the directions of 

these identities are not aligned, except for the coaxial rotating crack result. The fixed

single crack curve (0.=90°) is very illustrative as it shows all to decrease only slightly 

beyond crack initiation, whereafter it re-starts to increase and amply exceeds the ten

sile strength. This again illustrates that the fixed-single crack concept produces stiff 

behavior, even when a rational shear retention function (like the present one, decreas

ing from 1 to zero) is employed. 
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Fig. 4.3. Principal tensile stress-strain response in 1,2 direction, 

for different threshold angles a between multi-directional cracks. 



On decreasing the threshold angle, inclined cracks arise and the tensile strength is 

correctly kept under control, which is reflected by the truncation of the fixed single 

crack curve. The curve for coaxial rotating cracks replicates the input softening dia

gram, which indicates that the present conception of the coaxial rotating crack concept 

as the limit of the fixed multi-directional crack concept correctly resembles the 

approach of rotating principal stress-strain relations whereby the softening is moni

tored explicitly in the principal axes. (Note that with the coaxial rotating crack concept 

the ultimate total strain computed elO{::.::O.000288 shows a slight deviation from the 

input value of the ultimate crack strain er;J =0.0003. This curiosity arises from the fact 

that the concrete strain £l~ normal to the rotating crack obviously has become slightly 

negative, which is due to the fact that Poisson's effect is fully retained after cracking.) 

Fig. 4.4 compares the rotation of principal stress to the prescribed rotation of prin

cipal strain. Only for the coaxial rotating crack concept the axes of principal stress and 

strain coincide, while for all other computations the principal stress rotates much 

quicker than the principal strain. The fixed single-crack result provides the extreme. 

It is illustrative to a posteriori extract the equivalent shear retention function from 

the output for the coaxial rotating crack result, Le. the development of the 

(crll-0'22)/2(ell-e22) history with increasing straining. The result is shown in Fig. 4.5 

and indicates P not only to rapidly decrease, but even to become negative, which 

explains the flexible response predicted. It underlines that the shear softening occurs 

implicitly as a result of the principal stress and strain situation. 
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Fig. 4.4. Rotation of principal tensile stress axis, for different 

threshold angles IX between multi-directional cracks. 
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Fig. 4.5. Development of equivalent shear retention factor B for coaxial rotating 

crack result (extracted a posteriori according to Eq. 3.19). 

4.4 Further results 

The associated O"x.ctxx response normal to the plane of initial cracking is shown in Fig. 

4.6. Here, the fixed-single crack result instead of the coaxial rotating crack result repli

cates the input softening diagram since it monitors the softening explicitly in the fixed 

crack axes whereby the shear component does not affect the normal component 

because of zero off-magonal terms in D cr. (Again, a slight deviation between ultimate 

total strain and input ultimate crack strain is found, for reasons described before.) 

For threshold angles less than 90° shear-normal coupling occurs implicitly due to 

inclined cracking, which results in a rapid degradation of O"xx beyond peak stress. This 

demonstrates that crack rotation, either stepwise or continuous, offers an attractive 

alternative to the complicated issue of assessing direct shear-normal coupling terms for 

a fixed single crack. Note that fresh experimental results by van Mier and Nooru

Mohamed (1988) also point in this direction. Rather than producing sophisticated 

fixed-crack matrices, the experiments revealed some form of crack rotation or multi

directional cracking. 

The Gyy--f:yy response in the lateral direction is shown in Fig. 4.7. Again, the fixed 

single-crack result forms an upperbound, which partially explains the observation of 

excessive orthogonal cracking in smeared analyses (Leibengood et al. 1986). Crack 

rotation, either stepwise or continuous, removes this behavior and correctly shows deg

radation of strength in the lateral direction. 
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Fig. 4.7. Normal stress-strain response in y direction, for different 

threshold angles ex between multi-directional cracks. 

1.5 

It is finally mentioned that from among the variety of mode II relations and thresh

old angles to be inserted, some additional combinations were examined. For instance, 

the crack-strain decreasing shear retention function was replaced by a constant shear 

retention factor of 0.2 or 1.0, the latter one of which induces pure mode I defects along 

the line of Litton's model (Litton 1974). However, these analyses suffered from lack 

of realism since the principal stress continued to excessively rotate, also beyond the 
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stage where the fracture energy was fully exhausted. Another combination investigated 

was the coaxiality-enforcing mode II relation of (3.19) with a non-zero threshold angle 

instead of a zero threshold angle. This attempt remained without success either, since 

the drift from the coaxiality condition could not be kept under control. 

4.5 Conclusions 

The fixed-single crack concept produces stiff response, even if rational shear reten

tion functions are employed. 

The coaxial rotating crack concept produces flexible response and keeps the maxi

mum tensile stress under control. 

- When proper transfer of damage memory is included, the fixed multi-directional 

crack concept provides the bridge between the two extremes of the fixed single

crack concept and the coaxial rotating crack concept 

Crack rotation, either stepwise or continuous, provides for shear soften

ing across the plane of initial cracking. This offers an attractive alternative to expli

cit shear-softening for a fixed-single crack. 

Crack rotation, either stepwise or continuous, implicitly provides for shear-normal 

coupling across the plane of initial cracking. This offers an attractive alternative to 

explicit shear-normal coupling for a fixed-single crack. 

In order to prevent the reader from being overinformed, the discussions in the 

remaining part of this article will be confined to the two extreme cases of fixed single 

cracks and coaxial rotating cracks. For further results on the intermediate option of 

multi-directional cracks, the reader is referred to Rots (1988). 

5. Tension-shear frachllre problems 

The present chapter extends the work of the preceding chapter to cases of localized 

fracture in element assemblies. Generally spealcing, the lines of the fracture will devi

ate from the lines of the mesh, such that the fracture will propagate through the mesh 

in a zig-zag manner. This misalignment involves local mode II shear effects at integra

tion point level, even if the overall fracture is of the mode I tension type. The principal 

stresses in the cracked elements will consequently rotate, which calls for a careful 

examination of the various crack concepts. 

In addition to stress rotation, attention will be given to stress-locking. This phe

nomenon may occur whenever smeared softening laws are employed in finite element 

analyses. This will be demonstrated by comparing the smeared crack results with dis

crete crack results. 
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5.1 CLWL-DCB specimen 

We consider a Crack-Line-Wedge-Loaded Double-Cantilever-Beam which has been 

tested by Kobayashi et al. (1985) (Fig. 5.1). The specimen of 50.gmm thickness is 

assumed to be in a state of plane stress, and is subjected to a wedge load FI as well as a 

diagonal compression load F2 . The ratio of the diagonal force to the wedge force is 

kept approximately constant at 0.6 until a predetermined diagonal force of 3.78 kN is 

reached, whereafter the diagonal force is kept constant and only the wedge force alters. 

The diagonal force is applied under load control and the wedge load under direct 

wedge opening displacement control. The loading scheme implies that the notch tip is 

in a state of tension-tension. The fracture propagates in mode I from the notch towards 

the upper-right corner (Fig. 5.1b). The finite element mesh consists of four-point 

integrated four-node quadrilaterals, but the use of different element types does not 

affect the conclusions (Rots 1988). 
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Fig. 5.1. (a) Finite element idealization of notched CL WL-DCB specimen, dimensions mm; 

(b) experimental results (Kobayashi et al. 1985) 

A curve-fitting of the experimental result has not been undertaken, although this is 

no doubt possible by optimizing the mode I parameters. Rather, we will concentrate 

on an objective match between the smeared crack results and the discrete crack result. 

The elastic-softening parameters have been taken as: Young's modulus 
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E=30000 N/mm2, Poisson's ratio v=O.2, tensile strength fct=3.0 N/mm2, fracture 

energy GFlOO J/m2 and the concave softening diagram of Fig. 3.1. The crack band 

width h was estimated to be f2 times the element size (Rots 1988), i.e. 14 mm. 

Five computations will be compared: 

fixed smeared cracks 

a=60o, ~:::::O (in fact 0.001 to avoid numerical problems) 

fixed smeared cracks 

a=60°, ~=O.05 

fixed smeared cracks 

a=60o , variable p according to (3.8) with p=2 

coaxial rotating smeared cracks 

Le. a=O, P enforcing coaxiality according to (3.19) 

- predefined discrete crack 

zero shear stiffness and zero shear tractions, 

its location was adapted to the average of the smeared crack predictions. 

Note that the high inclination angle a=60o in fact implies a restriction to fixed single 

cracks, or fixed almost-orthogonal cracks without any transfer of damage memory. 
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Fig. 5.2. Load-CMOD response of CL WL-DCB specimen for different crack models. 

Fig. 5.2 presents the (truly converged) solutions in terms of the wedge load versus 

Crack Mouth Opening Displacement. We observe that all smeared crack results are too 

stiff in the post-peak regime. Only the rotating smeared cracks and the fixed smeared 

cracks with ~:::::O appear capable of producing a limit point with subsequent softening. 
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Fixed smeared cracks with significant shear retention fail in this respect. The latter 

statement already holds for a B value of 0.05, which is low compared to what is com

monly used in engineering practice. The result for B=O.05 shows that the limit point 

has vanished while the response continues to shelve instead of to soften. For the vari

able shear retention factor that decreases with increasing crack strain, or any other high 

shear retention factor, the prediction becomes even worse as we observe the response 

to ascend steeply, even beyond a wedge load of lOkN. 

The fact that fixed cracks perform adequately only in conjunction with a zero or 

almost zero shear retention factor is surprising, yet explainable. Such a model in which 

crack shear tractions remain zero or almost-zero, implies the axes of principal stress to 

be fixed or practically fixed after crack formation. Stress rotation is then caused by the 

surrounding elastic elements, while any rebuild of principal tensile stress in the 

cracked elements is constrained to occur parallel to the first crack. Non-zero shear 

retention factors provide an additional possibility of rebuilding principal tensile stress 

in the cracked elements, namely via rotation in an inclined direction. Whenever such 

an additional opportunity of stress rebuild is given, it is eagerly utilized. This explains 

the overstiff responses and provides a straightforward extension to the conclusion from 

the model problem of the preceding chapter. 

The two best possible smeared crack results are found for an almost-zero shear 

retention factor or the coaxiality-enforcing shear retention factor of (3.19). Here, the 

rebuild of stress in inclined directions does not occur and a reasonable softening 

response is found. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the fracture localization for these two 

cases. We observe that diagonal stretch bands through regular meshes can be pre

dicted. On average, the effective crack band width turns out to reasonably agree with 

the assumed input value of -1f times the element size. With fixed cracks of almost 

zero shear retention the experimental direction of fracture propagation (Fig. 5.1b) is 

captured surprisingly well, whereas with the coaxial rotating crack concept the locali

zation prefers to follow the lines of the mesh. This suggests that the fixed crack con

cept suffers less from directional bias than the coaxial rotating crack concept. 

5.2 Stress-locking 

Fig. 5.5 shows the genuine separation obtained for the predefined discrete crack analy

sis. This analysis produces the most flexible load-CMOD response and it is surprising 

that even the two best possible smeared crack results are significantly stiffer (Fig. 5.2). 

To investigate the underlying causes, the principal stresses have been plotted in Fig. 5.6 

for the various computations. 
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Fig. 5.5. Genuine separation for predefined discrete crack. 

For fixed cracks with ~:=O.05 (Fig. 5.6a), we observe that the tensile stresses in the 

vicinity of the localization entirely refuse to decrease. Rather, the plot exhibits locked

in stresses at locations where the stress should actually drop to zero. This strengthens 

the explanation of overstiff response. For even higher values of ~ or the variable p, the 

plots (not shown here) became even worse and revealed very severe stress-locking. 

More interesting, however, is that even the two best possible, Le. most flexible, 

smeared crack solutions (fixed cracks with ~::;O and coaxial rotating cracks) are not 

free from stress-locking (Figs. 5.6b and S.6c). For both cases we observe noise in the 

stress profiles, especially at places where the fracture zig-zags through the mesh. It is 

emphasized that all solutions depicted involve truly converged equilibrium states, i.e. 

the curious stress patterns did not result from numerical inaccuracies or failure of the 

iterative procedure. Instead, this stress-locking is a fundamental consequence of finite 

element displacement continuity in smeared softening approaches. 

If a certain element contains an inclined crack, the strain imposed by this crack 

implies adjacent elements to be strained as well, as illustrated in Fig. 5.7 where ele

ment 1 is subjected to tensile straining due to the inclined crack at element 2. In other 

words, this means that element 1 cannot be truly separated from element 2. Hence, 

while the stress at element 2 correctly softens, the stress at element 1, which is still in 

the elastic regime, increases. Then, we have two possibilities: the stress at element 1 

will either exceed the tensile strength and start softening, or it will not. The former 

possibility is undesirable as it discourages localization (spurious cracking), but the 
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Fig. 5.6. Principal tensile stress trajectories for CL WL-DCB. 

(a) severe stress locking for fixed smeared cracks with 13=0,05 

(b) stress locking for fixed smeared cracks with ~:::O 

(c) stress locking for rotating smeared cracks (coaxial) 

(d) correct stress relief at either side of discrete crack. 



latter possibility is undesirable either, as the stress is locked-in (spurious stiffening). 

The discrete crack concept starts from displacement-incompatibility. For the dis

crete crack analysis we observe that the stress plot is undisturbed and that the stresses 

at either side of the separation correctly come down to zero, which is in agreement 

with the physical process. 

CD/ 

Fig. 5.7. Consequence of displacement compatibility in smeared cracking. 

Strain of inclined crack at element 2 induces locked-in stress at element 1. 

The above sketched behavior is obvious. Nevertheless, it has received only little 

attention, as far as the writer is aware of. Smeared crack results are generally presented 

in terms of deformed meshes and crack patterns, whereas the reader is kept without 

detailed resolutions of stress fields. The stress-locking is judged to be serious because: 

For different problems like reinforced beams where several localizations occur, 

stress-locking overstiffens the response already in the pre-peak regime. 

Stress-locking does not disappear on mesh refinement, since mesh refinement 

does not remove the fundamental assumption of displacement compatibility. 

Stress-locking is not exclusive for the present four-node elements, but it also 

occurs with different element types such as three-node, six-node and eight-node 

elements (Rots 1988). 

Stress-locking not only pertains to smeared cracking, but it is likely to occur 

whenever a smeared softening approach (also softening plasticity) is used to sim

ulate localization. 

The solution must be primarily sought in improvements of the finite element 

approximation. A possibility is to interactively align the elements with the lines of the 

fracture, or to remove fully strain-softened elements from the mesh, thus permitting 

adjacent elements to relax. However, with the former method the featuring advantage 

of smeared cracking as to maintaining the original topology is lost, and one may quite 

as well resort to the discrete concept. Another possibility is to use some isotropic soft

ening law, whereby not only the stiffness normal to the crack but also the stiffness 
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parallel to the crack deteriorates. In the present model, this stiffness amounts to 

EIt=EI(1-v211), according to Eq. (2.3). Residually, this gives E when the softening is 

completed (11=0). With isotropic softening the residual Elt becomes zero, which possi

bly gives more flexibility, although it must be said that such a model is not realistic 

since in reality the stiffness of concrete struts parallel to the cracks does not disappear. 

53 Single-notched shear beam 

To investigate the generality of the statements in the preceding section, a different 

problem has been investigated. It concerns a single-notched shear beam which fails in 

curved mode I fracture (Arrea and Ingraffea 1982). Readers who are familiar with the 

subject may feel disappointed since the beam has already been scrutinized (e.g. Glem

berg 1984, Ingraffea and Saouma 1985, Oldenburg 1985, Rots et al. 1985, de Borst 

1986, Lubliner et al. 1989). However, none of the smeared crack solutions presented 

so far has been able to predict full separation and softening down to zero, which calls 

for a renewed investigation. 

The mesh is shown in Fig. 5.8 and consists of three-node triangles in cross

diagonal pattern. The steel beam ACB has not been included in the mesh. Instead, the 

loading has been applied at the points A and B, while controlling the notch tip 

opening-displacement in order to capture the snap-back involved (de Borst 1987). The 

parameters were taken as: E::::24800N/mm2, v=O.18,fct=2.8N/mm2, GFlOOJ/m2, con

cave softening (Fig. 3.1) and h=12mm. 

0.13 F 

T 

I 

:l 
10 397 

Fig. 5.8. Element mesh for smeared crack analysis of single-notched shear beam. 
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Five solutions are presented, corresponding to those of the CL WL-DCB specimen, 

i.e. fixed smeared cracks with 13::::0, 13=0.05 and the variable 13 of (3.8) with p=2, rotat

ing smeared cracks with the coaxiality-enforcing 13 of (3.19), and a predefined discrete 

crack with zero shear stiffness and zero shear tractions after cracking. The location of 

the discrete crack was predefined according to the prediction by the rotating smeared 

cracks. The (truly converged) solutions are summarized in Fig. 5.9, giving the load F 

versus the Crack Mouth Sliding Displacement, and Fig. 5.10, giving the load F versus 

the displacement of the master loading point C (which is recalculated from the dis

placements of the minor loading points A and B on the assumption that the steel beam 

is infinitely stiff). 
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Fig. 5.9. Load F versus CMSD of single-notched shear beam of Fig. 5.8. 
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Fig. 5.10. Load F versus deflection point C of single-notched shear beam of Fig. 5.8. 
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Again, all smeared crack results are too stiff in the post-peak regime. Fixed cracks 

with 13::::0 and coaxial rotating cracks are the only assumptions that lead to distinct soft

ening, but the residual load plateau is incorrect. For the coaxial rotating crack result the 

principal stresses and the localization have been plotted in Figs. 5.lla and 5.12a. Fig. 

5.Ila again reveals stress-locking and spurious stiffening at either side of the localiza

tion. For fixed cracks with 13=0.05 the softening ceases to proceed already at a residual 

load of 90 percent of the limit load. Fixed cracks with the variable 13 provide no soften

ing at all. With these two computations severe stress rebuild in inclined directions was 

again encountered. 
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Fig. 5.11. Principal tensile stresses for single-notched shear beam at final stage. 

(a) Stress-locking for smeared cracks (coaxial, rotating). 

(b) Correct stress relief at either side of predefined discrete crack. 

The tendency of the results is in line with the findings for the CLWL-DCB speci

men. It is concluded that the phenomena have general validity. A third example that 

supports this assertion has been detailed separately (Rots and de Borst 1987). 

With the present beam, the discrete crack solution is very illustrative since it shows 

softening down to zero. Fig. 5.12b reveals complete separation and the analysis does 

not render any locked-in stresses (Fig. 5.11b). The solution gives an excellent demon

stration of the elastic-softening theory in that the energy supplied to the beam, which is 

represented by the integral of the master load 1.13F versus the master loading point 

displacement C in Fig. 5.10, precisely balances the fracture energy Gf times the surface 

area generated. With the smeared crack solutions such an interpretation is disturbed by 

the stress-locking. 
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(aJ 

(bJ 

Fig. 5.12. Deformed meshes for single-notched shear beam at final stage. 

(a) Localization for smeared cracks (coaxial, rotating). 

(b) Genuine separation for predefined discrete crack. 

From Fig. 5.9 we observe that the experimental scatter also shows a somewhat stiff 

behavior at the end of the softening regime. Hence, it might even be claimed that some 

of the smeared crack results are not too bad. However, for the experiment stiff behav

ior may be due to energy consumption in aggregate interlock or friction near the bear

ing platens, whereas for the smeared crack results stiff behavior is due to stress

locking. The agreement must therefore be regarded as a lucky coincidence since it is 

incorrect to claim that stress-locking constitutes a reliable representation of e.g. aggre

gate interlock. Rather, the present smeared crack results should have matched the ideal 

elastic-softening result for the mode-I conceived discrete crack. 

A final comment is made on the discrepancies between the two best possible 

smeared crack solutions, i.e. fixed cracks with B::::O and coaxial rotating cracks. Both 

for the present beam and for the CL WL-DCB, these discrepancies remain negligible. 
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Nevertheless, the coaxial rotating crack concept is to be favored over the fixed crack 

concept with 13::::0, because (a) it is less sensitive to spurious kinematic modes (Rots 

1988), (b) it generally shows faster convergence, (c) it yields better stress/strain rota

tions at local integration point level. The single disadvantage, namely that the rotating 

crack concept suffers from directional bias more than the fixed crack concept, then has 

to be accepted. 

In this article a variety of crack concepts has been studied for simulating localized 

mode I fracture in concrete. Attention has been focused on the tension-shear condi

tions across the crack and the consequential rotation of principal stresses and strains. 

These conditions arise because the lines of the fracture generally do not coincide with 

the lines of the mesh. 

Important deficiencies of the fixed-single smeared crack concept, as formulated in 

e.g. a previous volume of this issue (Rots et al. 1985), have been discovered. These 

relate to excessive stress rotation and stress rebuild after cracking when relatively high 

shear retention factors are employed. These phenomena lead to solutions that are far 

too stiff. This was demonstrated for an elementary model problem and for two prob

lems of localized fracture. Acceptable fixed crack results can be achieved only with an 

almost-zero shear retention factor. 

An attractive alternative is provided by the rotating smeared crack concept Here, 

proper stress/strain rotations and a flexible response emerge because of an implicit 

shear retention function that guarantees coaxiality between principal stress and princi

pal strain. 

A third variant of the smeared approach is the multi-directional smeared crack con

cept. Using rational constitutive fonnulations, it has been shown that this concept pro

vides the bridge between the two extremes of fixed-single and rotating smeared cracks. 

However, further research is required in order to mal(e this concept suitable for multi

purpose use. 

A general deficiency of the smeared approach, either fixed, multi-directional or 

rotating, is the danger of stress-locking. This phenomenon arises if smeared softening 

laws are applied to simulate localization and is due to the fact that the geometrical 

discontinuity is approximated using the assumption of displacement continuity. The 

discrete crack concept starts from the assumption of displacement discontinuity and 

does not suffer from stress-locking. It leads to correct stress relief at either side of the 

crack. 
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During the 1980's, smeared crack modeling of localized fracture has undergone 

rapid developments. Nevertheless, stress-locking along with different, yet unsolved 

problems like spurious modes, directional bias, determination of the crack band width 

(see e.g. Rots 1988), implies that caution should be exercised in judging the predictive 

capability of the approach for cases of localized fracture. Pending adequate solutions 

to these problems, it is suggested to use the smeared approach (preferably the coaxial 

rotating variant or the fixed variant with almost-zero shear retention) as a qualitative 

predictor of the localization, whereafter a corrector analysis is made on a mesh with a 

predefined crack. Fig. 6.1 shows an example for a deep reinforced beam. The utility of 

such analyses, and also of combined smeared/discrete analyses, has furthermore been 

demonstrated by Rots (1988) for bond-slip problems and anchorage pull-outs, by 

Wang (1989) for shear fracture in reinforced beams and by Feenstra (1989) for 

aggregate-interlock studies. Further applications to splitting problems and laboratory 

tests are currently in progress. 

~ 
I 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6.1. Localized fracture in deep beam with reinforcement at the bottom side. 

(a) predictor analysis with smeared cracks 

(b) corrector analysis with predefined discrete crack 
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